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Indian telecommunications company Reliance Jio was known for its revolutionary 4G launch move. Addiction has won many hearts by providing free 4G services first and then at reasonable prices than any other telecommunications services. The company's hidden motive was to provide
4G services to every Indian, and they became somewhat successful. Now Reliance Jio has developed a complete 5G solution from scratch. Most likely, it will be ready for the tests by 2021. The company also said they would bring an affordable Android 5G smartphone. Jio 5G Phone
Company has launched 4G enabled Jio phones that have reached over 10 cros, Indian users. However, more than 30 crores users use featured phones. To change that, Reliance India Limited (RIL) partnered with Google and decided to develop a new cheaper affordable 5G Android
smartphone at its 43rd annual general meeting. The company wants to make an Indian 2G-Mukt (without 2G). Mukesh D. Ambani on the Jio 5G. #RILAGM #NayeIndiaKaNayaJosh #5G #Jio pic.twitter.com/fD3kLYKyQS roadmap - Reliance Jio (@reliancejio) July 16, 2020, the company said
in a recent tweet that thanks to this partnership, we are confident that we will be able to accelerate the national mission to put the smart device in the hands of every Indian. Google's CEO, Sundar Pichai, responded to this tweet stating that the company would invest $4.5B for the digital
Indian movement. The specifications are still too early for the specifications of the device and the company has not disclosed any details so far. We will update it as soon as they show the specifications and features. But we know one thing for sure, the device will be a 5G device. The launch
date so far, there is no news about the launch, but we expect the Jio 5G Phone to be released sometime later this year or early 2021. Since we all know about the boycott of Chinese productions, there is an increased chance that the company will develop, develop and produce in India.
Currently, the Indian wants to boycott Chinese smartphones, so we can expect that the company will initially focus on bringing an inexpensive 4G smartphone, which is likely to be called Jio Phone 3, by the end of 2020. Price in India We noticed in Mukesh Ambani's speech about the
importance of the word available. He noted that the smartphone will be launched at a fraction of its current cost to Indian consumers. It is likely the Jio 5G Phone can be priced somewhere around at Rs.5000 or less, which is pretty affordable. It will be a strong competition for the likes of
Xiaomi and Realme. The Availability Company will begin field testing of 5G next year once the distribution of the 5G spectrum is completed. The company plans to upgrade its 4G network to 5G completely homegrown technology. Speaking of its availability, the 5G Jio network is most likely
2021 for piste. If the tests are successful, we can expect a large-scale commercial launch of 5G as well as a 5G mobile phone. Reservations upcoming Jio 5G Phone may be available for booking through the My Jio app and official website (Jio.com). As soon as online booking begins, you
must provide all the necessary details such as EMAIL ID, mobile number and address. Pay online (if necessary) and wait a few weeks to get the device on your doorstep. By: Technology Table New Delhi Updated: 2 Oct 2020 1:31:45pm (File Photo) At the annual general meeting (AGM)
earlier this year Mukesh Ambani announced a collaboration with Google to launch a new Android smartphone at an affordable price. Google and Jio are soon expected to launch their affordable low-range 4G and 5G phones to consumers in India. Some new leaks reveals more details about
the upcoming low-end Google smartphone and Reliance Jio. According to a published report in Bloomberg, Reliance Industries is quite passionate about its goal of producing 200 million entry-level smartphone devices in the next two years. In hindsight, he also asked all local producers to
speed up their production. The report hints that these phones may have different optimizations from the Android operating system and the Play Store. Other highlights of these phones will include cheap data packets and start for as little as 4,000 rubles ($54). At this point, these Jio - Google
phones may see the light of day until the end of 2020 by early 2021. More details on Reliance Jio Android phones Some more details about the upcoming Reliance Jio Android phones 4G and 5G leaked. According to tipster Mukul Sharma, the all-new Google and Jio Android smartphone
has been listed on the Google console. According to the shared photo, the phone can be named as the Reliance Orbic RC545L and can come packed with Android 10 OS out of the box paired with the qualcomm Snapdragon 215 SoC chipset, which is also found on Android Go
smartphones. In addition, the phone can also flaunt the HD screen with a screen resolution of 720 x 1440 pixels. Interestingly, Reliance Jio is also preparing to launch low-cost devices in the upcoming 5G segment. This is once again confirmed by another tweet from tipster Abhishek Yadav,
which showed the telecom giant three different 5G smartphones. According to tipster, these phones are rumored to be Orbic Myra 5G, Orbic Magic 5G and Orbic Maui. All of these devices are set to come complete with Android 10 without unnecessary bloatware or OEM leather. While the
Orbic Maui may come in 4G and 5G models, the other two phones are expected to be 5G-only devices.  Indian Express is currently on Telegram. Here to join our channel (@indianexpress) and stay up to date with the latest headlines For all the latest technology news, download Indian
Indian App. Reliance Jio is reportedly developing 4,000 rs. ($54) smartphone. It is expected to come complete with available data and call plans. Jio also plans to make about 200 million phones in the next two years. India's largest telecom operator Reliance Jio intends to launch one of the
cheapest Android smartphones in the world. Google's huge $4.5 billion investment in Jio could soon bear fruit in the form of a 4,000-rs smartphone. Bloomberg reports that Jio has been working on phone prototypes in secret for the past two years. Jio is expected to bundle an inexpensive
Android phone with available data and call plans. It is also reported that the company has asked local component suppliers to allow production to be developed in the next two years to produce up to 200 million phones. This should have a big bearing on the telecommunications company's
ambitions to acquire half a billion mobile subscribers by 2023. It will also help to increase india's smartphone user base, which currently makes up less than 50% of the country's population. Android at $50 phoneWhen Google acquired a 7.7% stake in Jio back in July, two mammoths
announced that they will also build the cost of engineering Android-based OS. Android Go immediately comes to mind, but the Jio-Google partnership can lead to something completely new and configured for the Indian market. At this point, there is no official word on when Jio will launch a
$54 Android phone. Bloomberg reports that it will shoot past the 2020 Indian holiday season, which kicks off in November. This would be a good opportunity to run a phone, given how many Indians shop during that time. However, the device's cheap price tag should be lured enough when it
goes official. It is also unclear if Jio has planned just one such low-cost Android phone, or if it is part of its bigger push to convert the features of phone users into smartphone users. Jio's partnership with Google is still undergoing regulatory review. However, given that the billionaire
chairman of the company, Mukesh Ambani, has close ties to the Indian government, this process should not take long. READ ALSO: The best prepaid plans in IndiaTagged: GoogleAndroidReliance Jio Reliance Jio plans to launch new affordable Android smartphones before the end of this
year. This is according to a new Business Standard report, which states that the launch could occur by December 2020 or early 2021. The report also claims that the company hopes to roll out a whopping 100 million units of its available android devices, which are said to ship with data
packet kits. There seems to be no further information on the matter at this point in time, but such events has been going on for a while now. At its 43rd AGM in July, the company announced a link with Google to work on affordable 5G smartphone smartphones India. Mukesh Ambani,
chairman of Jio's parent company, Reliance Industries, even said the telecommunications company could develop entry-level 5G smartphones at a fraction of their current value. To this end, Google and Jio are collaborating to create an operating system for Android-based smartphones.
While it is a partnership, we are confident that we can accelerate the national mission to put a smart device in the hands of every India, Ambani said at a meeting last July. He also argued that the link would help the country ditch its legacy of 2G networks and shift millions of 2G features to
phone users of entry-level 4G/5G phones. Meanwhile, the upcoming device won't be the first time Jio will launch Android phones. The company launched a series of entry-level smartphones under the brand Lyf back in 2015-16. It is reported that manufactured by the company STE in China,
the phones really sold well initially, but the brand has not seen new releases for years. It will be interesting to see if Jio will revive the existing brand or come up with all new branding for its upcoming smartphones. Jio is preparing to launch a new budget-focused smartphone for Indian
consumers that can be priced as low as Rs 4000. Reliance Jio, the telecom operator, is now looking forward to announcing some new phones under the Jio brand. These phones can be strictly budget-oriented devices and are expected to be priced at around 4,000 or even lower than that.
We are currently seeing evidence for these new devices, of which one was seen by a bug named Mukul Sharma. The new listing was spotted on the Google Play console, which we were already expecting after Jio announced its partnership with Google at the 43rd annual meeting. Jio Orbic
(Expected Specs) Advertising New Phone has the name of the model RC545L and will run on Android 10 out of the box. The device must have an HD screen with a resolution of 720×1400. The phone is said to be powered by Snapdragon 215, which is a processor made for Android GO
devices, and this also suggests that the phone should be launched under Google's Android Go phones. The processor should be paired with the Adreno 306 processor. Nothing is known about when the device will be launched, but this should happen as soon as the telecom operator has
already asked local manufacturers in the next 2 years to create production facilities for the production of about 200 million devices. Three new devices from Jio? Reliance Jio also recently introduced 3 devices on the US FCC website, namely Jio Orbic Myra 5G, Orbic Magic 5G and Orbic



Myra. Of these 3, as the name suggests, 2 of them must have a 5G connection. U.S. government. Gio Gio with Google Jio announced at its annual general meeting back in July that Google will invest ₹ 33,737 crores for a 7.73% stake in Jio Platforms. Thus, the total investment in Jio
Platforms ₹ 1 52,056 kronor. This investment is actually part of the Google For India fund, where Google claims that it will invest 75,000 rubles in Google For India's digitization fund.  At the time of the announcement, Jio also announced that it was working with Google to launch new devices
that would run on Google Android Go OS, which is made and optimized for entry-level smartphones. These new smartphones will also have features that will be exclusive to India and optimized for Indian consumers.  Jio Orbic Expected launch date for the new Jio Orbic does not currently
have an official launch date, but the company is expected to announce new devices by December.  You can like it tag: Google Reliance Jio Jio does underclocking save battery android
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